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QUESTION 1

You have been asked to terminate a process that appears to be hung and will not terminate. The process table is shown
below: 

root 15163 15156 0 12:51:15 pts/3 0:00 hungscript 

What command will terminate the process? 

A. kill -9 15163 

B. kill -1 15163 

C. kill -15 15163 

D. kill -2 15163 

Correct Answer: A 

Here we should use SIGTERM to terminate the process. 

Note: 

When no signal is included in the kill command-line syntax, the default signal that is used is ?5 (SIGKILL). 

Using the ? signal (SIGTERM) with the kill command ensures that the process terminates promptly. 

However, the ? signal should not be used to kill certain processes, such as a database process, or an 

LDAP server process. The result is that data might be lost. 

Tip - When using the kill command to stop a process, first try using the command by itself, without 

including a signal option. Wait a few minutes to see if the process terminates before using the kill 

command with the -9 signal. 

 

QUESTION 2

You are installing Oracle Solaris 11 on a SPARC-based system by using the Test Installer. Which three statements are
true? 

A. The ROOT user will always be configured as a role. 

B. The root filesystem will always be deployed on ZFS. 

C. The root filesystem will always be located on a local disk. 

D. The network can be configured using DHCP. 

E. The set of packages that will be installed are server based. 

F. You must always create one regular user when installing the system. 
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Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 3

Which command would you use from the bash shell to determine the total amount of physical memory installed in your
Solaris system (x86 and SPARC)? 

A. uname -a 

B. prtconf | grep -i memory 

C. sysdef | grep -i memory 

D. vmstat 

E. prtdiag | grep -i memory 

Correct Answer: B 

The prtconf command prints the system configuration information. The output includes the total amount of memory, and
the configuration of system peripherals formatted as a device tree. 

If a device path is specified on the command line for those command options that can take a device path, prtconf will
only display information for that device node. 

 

QUESTION 4

Select the packet type that identifies members of the group and sends information to all the network interfaces in that
group. 

A. Unicast 

B. Multicast 

C. Broadcast 

D. Bayesian 

E. Quality of Service Priority 

Correct Answer: B 

IPv6 defines three address types: 

unicast 

Identifies an interface of an individual node. 

multicast 

Identifies a group of interfaces, usually on different nodes. Packets that are sent to the multicast address 

go to all members of the multicast group. 
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anycast 

Identifies a group of interfaces, usually on different nodes. Packets that are sent to the anycast address go 

to the anycast group member node that is physically closest to the sender. 

 

QUESTION 5

ServerA contains two ISO images of a package repository named so1.repo.iso-a and so1.repo.iso-b respectively. You
need to create a single local package repository on server that clients can connect to. The package repository will be
stored on the /export/IPS file system and named repo. The preferred publisher will be named solaris and the publisher
URL will be http://serverA.example.com. 

Which is the correct procedure to perform on ServerA to create the local Package repository? 

A. cat so1.repo.iso-a sol.repo.iso-b > so1.full.isoMount the ISO image and use the rsync command to extract the
contents of the ISO file to the /export/IPS file system.Set the pkg/inst_root property to / export/IPS/repo and the
pkg/readonly property to true.Set the preferred publisher by using pkg set-publisher
-Ghttp://pkg.oracle.com/solaris/release/ \-g http"//serverA.example.com/ solaris 

B. cat so1.repo.iso-a so1.repo.iso-b > /export/IPS/repoSet the pkg/inst_root property to true and the pkg/ readonly
property to /export/IPSSet the preferred publisher by using pkg set-publisher -G http:// serverA.example.com/ \-g
http://pkg/oracle.com/solaris/rekease/solaris 

C. cat so1.repo.iso-a so1.repo.iso-b > so1.full.isoMount the ISO image and use the rsync command to extract the
contents of the ISO file to /export/IPS/repoSet the pkg/inst_root property to /export/IPS/repo and the pkg/readonly
property to trueSet the preferred publisher by using pkg set-publisher solaris \-g http://pkg.oracle.com/ 

D. cat so1.repo, iso-a so1.repo.iso-b > /export/IPS/repo.isoMount the ISO image and copy the repo directory from the
ISO image to /export/IPS/reposet the pkg/inst_root property and the pkg/readonly property to /export/IPS/reposet the
preferred pkg/inst_root property by using pkg set-publisher - G http://serverA.example.com/ \- g
http://pkg.oracle.com/solaris.com/release/- p solaris 

Correct Answer: A 
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